
LESSON PLAN 

SEBJECT: READING   GRADE : 7 

DURATION: 5 SESSIONS   DATE: FEBRUARY 16-22, 2013 

TOPIC: Recognizing Statements of Facts and Opinions 

AIM: For students to be able to infer/identify statements of facts and opinions when reading to 
enhance comprehension.  

DAY 1 

Objectives:  By the end of the lesson, students should be able to: 

1) Infer facts and opinions from pictures 

2) Read passage to answer fact and opinion questions 

3) Ask questions to differentiate statements of facts from opinions 

 

MOTIVATION 

The teacher and 2 students will do a role play after which the students will be required to tell 
some of the events that took place. The teacher will write the responses on the board. 

MINI LESSON 

The teacher will think aloud the events of the role play to bring out some statements made. She 
will write the statements on the board. She will think aloud to figure out the statements on the 
board that are facts and those that are opinions. It will be explained to the students that 
statements of facts are those that can be proved true or false by checking the information given. 
Statements of opinions are those that express a person’s feelings indicated by words such as” 
seem to, I believe, in my opinion etc. 

She will explain to students that when they read they may be required to find facts and opinions. 
They should be careful not to be judgmental or make false accusation as this can lead to 
misunderstandings. 

GROUP/PEER WORK 

The students will be given a comic strip to view then write four statements of fact and four 
opinions.  

WHOLE CLASS SHARE 



Each group will present their picture and their facts/opinions. The teacher and students will 
discuss the responses to ensure that everyone understands the concept/skill. 

INDEPENDENT WORK  

The students will be given a story to read after which they will be required to answer questions 
by making inferences about facts and opinions. 

EVALUATION 1 

The students will be required to read a series of statements to figure out the ones that are factual 
and those that are opinions. They will then rephrase the facts to become opinion statements. 

AFTER CLASS ACTIVITY 

1) Complete a reading log 

2) Find a letter to the editor and write 3 opinion statements from it and 3 facts. 

 EVALUATION 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAY 2 

Objective: by the end of the lesson, students should be able to:  

1) Read a paragraph to complete a fact and opinion chart 

2) Read sentences to write sentences number fact and opinion columns 

3) Read a passage on the things to do before making a purchase to complete an activity.  

MOTIVATION 

The students will do a snowball review of the previous lesson.  

GROUP/ PEER WORK 

The students will be given a passage about a robin to read then complete a fact and opinion chart 

WHOLE CLASS SHARE 

The teacher and students will discuss the responses to ensure that everyone understands the skill.  

INDEPENDENT WORK 

The students will be given a series of sentences to read and determine the ones that are factual 
and those that are opinions. The sentence number would be written in the correct column 

EVALUATION 1 

Read the passage “before you buy” to complete the activity sheet by identifying the facts and the 
opinion statements. 

EVALUATION 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DAY 3 

Objective: by the end of the lesson, students should be able to:  

1) Listen to a letter to the editor to find three statements of facts and three opinions. 

2) Analyze a picture to write three facts and three opinions 

3) Read a passage on the invention of the light bulb to answer questions at the different 
levels of comprehension. 

MOTIVATION 

The students will do a ball review of the previous lesson.  

GROUP/ PEER WORK 

The teacher will read a letter to the editor for the students twice. The students will then be 
required to write three statements of fact and three opinions from the letter. 

WHOLE CLASS SHARE 

The teacher and students will discuss the responses to ensure that everyone understands the skill.  

INDEPENDENT WORK 

The students will be given a picture to analyze then write three facts and three opinion 
statements. 

EVALUATION 1 

The students will be given a passage on the invention of the light bulb to read then answer 
questions at the different levels of comprehension. 

EVALUATION 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAY 4 

READ ALOUD AND RESPOND 

Little Island Big Adventures 

 

STEPS:- 

1) The teacher will read to students for 15 minutes after discussing the chapter title. 

2) The teacher and students will discuss what was read look at specific words. 

3) The students will be required to write a paragraph based on a given prompt. 

4) STAR quiz 

 


